NEW ADVANCED CODE READERS

FEATURES INCLUDED IN ALL NEW TOOLS

READ & CLEAR CODES
Domestic, Asian and European Vehicles 1996 and Newer

QUICK ACCESS TO VEHICLE ID NUMBER INFORMATION
SEARCH DTC DEFINITION LIBRARY FOR CODE BREAKER INFORMATION

AUTO VIN + DTC LOOKUP

AL629
REPLACES AL619

AL609 PRO
REPLACES AL609

AL529 HD

J1939 & J1708
HEAVY DUTY PROTOCOLS
DEUTSCH-9 and DEUTSCH-6
Adapters for Commercial Vehicles
9.0 - 28.0V Voltage Compatible

AL529
REPLACES AL519

AL329
REPLACES AL319

ONE CLICK I/M READINESS KEY
TESTING ON ACTIVE VEHICLE MONITORS TO CONFIRM IF DTCs ARE PRESENT

QUICK KEY
LED INDICATOR LIGHTS

DOWNLOAD FREE SOFTWARE
CURRENT VEHICLE COVERAGE

P0021 07TE Genric
A Camshaft Position Timing
Over - Advanced or System
Performance Bank 2

(855) 288-3587
autel.com
maxipros.com